We propose a distributed disabling algorithm for a multiprocessing system in which each processor or unit is prevented from doing computation when it fails some number of tests by other units. The goal is to disable all faulty units and to enable all fault-free units. Specifically, a unit is disabled iff it fails d or more tests by enabled units (d-disabling rule). A multiprocessor system is c-correctable using the ddisabling ntle iff all faulty units are permanently disabled and all fault-free units are permanently enabled after a finite number of applications of the disabling rule, provided there are no more than c faulty units. This models an unattended system where the removal of faulty units is done locally by simple and reliable circuitry. We give a sufficient condition for c-correctability in general systems and a necessary and sufficient condition in general systems where c <d. Then, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for c-correctability of two types of systems, (1) complete digraphs and (2) a new class of systems called segmented systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the systems diagnosis approach to reliability, testing is distributed. For example, in a multiprocessing system, processors test other processors producing pass or fail test results. The goal is to identify faulty units in the presence of incorrect information from such units. If there are too many faulty units, it may be impossible to uniquely identify them. For example, if all units are faulty, they may all produce pass test results, and it is impossible to distinguish between this and the case ·where all units are fault-free.
While testing is distributed, diagnosis may not be. Most papers on this subject have assumed a central diagnoser. In this case, system reliability depends critically on the reliability of the diagnoser. There has been a trend in recent years towards *Research supported by NSF Grant #ECS-8203276 and a NA VELEX Chair Profes-· sorship tenured at the Naval Postgraduate SchooL systems where the diagnosis is also distributed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Meyer and Masson [7] propose a distributed diagnosis algorithm in which each unit has a "view" of the entire system based on tests it makes and on test results received by units that it finds to be faultfree. It is shown that, if there is an upper limit on the number of faulty units, the most common "view" is the correct one. This model is extended by Kuhl and Reddy [5, 6] and Hosseini, Kuhl, and Reddy [3] to the case where links between units can also fail. Both are is based on the Preparata, Metze, and Chien [9] model of systems diagnosis. However, there is then the problem of how the user identifies faulty units and removes them from the system. Kreutzer and Hakimi [4] address the first problem but not he second. A distributed diagnosis algorithm based on the Russell and Kime [10] model is shown by Holt and Smith [2) . Repair and graceful degradation models are proposed, using a message passing method in which fault-free units try to gain an accurate view of the status of various other units.
The problem of reliably disabling faulty units in systems diagnosis has received little attention. To the cfedit of Holt and Smith [2) , "controllers" are proposed that disable units diagnosed as faulty. Unlike previous papers, we consider self-diagnosis in which the process of disabling faulty units is inherent. That is, the process of disabling a unit is built-in to the diagnosis algorithm. The reliable operation of the system depends on the reliability of a circuit which implements the rule. We-chooseto make the function of this circuit so simple that ultrareliability is achieved inexpensively (by redundancy, for example). Specifically, a unit is disabled _iff it fails d tests by enabled units. This is the d-disabling rule. We assume an upper bound c on the number of faulty units, and we seek conditions which guarantee that all faulty units are disabled and all fault-free units are enabled after a finite number of applications of the ddisabling rule. A sufficient condition for c-correctability is given for general systems. The condition is expressed as a property of subsets of units and how they are interconnected by tests. A necessary and sufficient condition for c-correctability using the d-disabling rule is given for general systems in which d < c holds. Next, we show necessary and sufficient conditions for two specific classes of systems 1. complete digraphs and 2. segmented systems.
The latter systems are new. They have a cyclical symmetry that extends over groups of units. This paper is arranged as follows. Section III shows a sufficient condition for ccorrectability in general systems. Section IV gives necessary and sufficient conditions for c-correctability in two specific systems.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
A system is a directed graph where nodes represent units or processors and arcs represent tests between units. Let V = (u 0 , u r. · · · .un-rl be the set of units in the system. Then, a directed arc exists from ui to u 1 iff ui tests u 1 . The test outcome is either pass or fail, depending on the status of the units involved in the test. Each unit is either fault-free or faulty. If the testing unit is fault-free, then the test outcome is a true representation 6f the status of the tested unit, pass if the tested unit is fault-free and fail if it is faulty. However, if the testing unit is faulty, the test outcome is arbitrarily pass or fail.
A complete set of test results is called a syndrome. The object of a diagnosis is to identify uniquely all faulty units given a syndrome. If the number of faulty units is small enough, then unique identification is possible for all possible arrangements of faulty units and all possible syndromes. Specifically, a system is !-diagnosable iff all faulty units can be uniquely identified provided there are no more than t of them. Preparata, Metze, and Chien [9] show necessary conditions for a system to be !diagnosable and Hak:imi and Amin [1] show necessary and sufficient conditions. Each unit is either enabled or disabled. We assume initially that any unit can be arbitrarily enabled or disabled.
Definition: The d-disabling rule is as follows: a unit is disabled if it fails d or more tests by enabled units; otherwise, it is enabled.
The rule is applied continually to each unit without regard to order among units. We seek conditions that guarantee a faulty unit is eventually disabled and remains disabled at each application of the d-disabling rule and that a fault-free unit is similarly enabled.
Definition: A system is c-correctable using the d-disabling rule iff for 1. any arrangement of c or fewer faulty units, 2. any resulting set of test outcomes, and 3. any initial assignment of enable/disable to units, the continual application of the d-disabling rule to each unit u permanently disables u if u is faulty and permanently enables u if u is fault-free. · Fig. 1 shows a system with six units, two of which are faulty. Assume that both produce fail test outcomes of all tests they apply and that both are initially enabled. The fault-free units produce a fail test outcome if the unit tested is faulty and pass if it is fault-free. Consider the application of the 1-disabling rule to this system. If the rule is applied first to the fault-free units, they will be disabled regardless of their initial status. The subsequent application of the 1-disabling rule to the faulty units will leave them enabled. Successive applications of the 1-disabling rule will produce no change, leaving faulty units permanently enabled and fault-free units permanently disabled. Thus, the system is not 2-correctable using the !-disabling rule. However, it is 1-correctable, because the first application of the !-disabling rule to a fault-free unit u testing the single faulty unit will enable u (it fails no tests). Then, a subsequent \..: application of the }-disabling rule to the faulty unit disables it. Once the faulty unit is disabled, no fault-free unit is disabled. Thus, in the steady-state, all fault-free units are enabled, while the faulty unit is disabled. There is no value of d for which the system is 2-correctable using the d-disabling rule (as can be demonstrated by an exhaustive enumeration of all possibilities). However, it is 2-diagnosable (9] , and so all faulty units can be uniquely identified by a central diagnoser provided there are 2 or fewer of them. Thus, distributed diagnosis places a greater restriction on the number of faulty processors which can be tolerated.
It is the penalty incurred for using only local information to identify the faulty/faultfree status of units.
III. GENERAL c-CORRECTABLE SYSTEMS
We begin by showing properties possessed by every c-correctable system using . (only if) On the contrary, assume there is a system that is c-correctable, but does not satisfy the condition. However, this is impossible since, by Lemma 1, all units in a c-correctable system using the d-disabling rule are tested by at least d +c -1 units.
Q.E.D.
A limit on the number of units is given by:
Lemma 3: In a c-correctable system, n :=:: 2c + 1, where n is the total number of units.
Proof: Since every faulty unit in a c-correctable system must be unambiguously identified as faulty, a c-correctable system is also c-diagnosable. From [9] , a cdiagnosable system has the property n :=:: 2c + 1.
We now show a sufficient condition for c-correctability using the d-disabling rule. In the case of (i), it must be that no unit in r is tested by d or more peroanently enabled fault-free units; that is, units in Z = V...,. F -G~(F'). It follows that F' n r~~(Z) = <j>, a contradiction. In the case of (ii), it must be that G s r:;}(F'), where r is a set of enabled faulty units. Q.E.D.
IV. SPECIFIC c-CORRECTABLE SYSTEMS

A. COMPLETE DIGRAPHS
A complete digraph G(V,E) is a digraph with node set V and edge set E such that for every ordered pair (u,v) where u, v E V, (u,v) (if) Let c < d S: n-c, and assume the system is not c-correctable using the ddisabling rule. Either there is (i) a fault-free unit that is permanently disabled, (ii) a faulty unit that is permanently enabled, or (iii) a unit that is neither permanently disabled nor permanently enabled for some arbitrarily long sequence of applications of the d-disabling rule. For a fault-free unit to be permanently disabled as in (i), it must be tested by d or more enabled faulty units. But from c < d, this is impossible. Thus, all fault-free units are permanently enabled. For a faulty unit to be permanently enabled as in (ii), it must be tested by no more than d -1 enabled fault-free units. However, this is impossible since there are at least n-c permanently enabled fault-free units, and from d S: n-c, it follows that each faulty unit is tested by at least d enabled fault-free units. 
and v E Ai+l, where index addition is modulo s).
A segmented system consists of s-1 groups of m units each. The only tests that exist are between adjacent groups, in which case, all possible tests exist. (2) s Proof: (if) On the contrary, suppose there is a segmented system where the condition holds vet is not c-correctable using the d-disabling rule. Then. either there is (j) at least one permanently enabled faulty unit, (ii) at least one permanently disabled fault-free unit, or (iii) at least one unit that is neither permanently enabled nor permanently disabled. Assume (i) holds. Let u e A; be a permanently enabled faulty unit. Thus, there exists an integer a such that after a applications of the ddisabling nile u is always enabled. For this steady-state condition, we observe the following. •There can be at most Q.E.D.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We propose a new process of self-diagnosis where the disabling of faulty units is an integral par.1 of the diagnosis. We show conditions under which correct diagnosis is achieved: i.e. fault-free units are enabled and faulty units are disabled. The disabling mechanism, which must be done ultrareliably, is simple, so that it is constructed at reasonable cost. The approach is practical and narrows the gap between the theory of systems diagnosis and the practical application of that theory.
